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Abstract

The notion of strong lifting compactness is introduced for completely regular Hausdorff spaces, and
its structural properties, as well as its relationship to the strong lifting, to measure compactness, and to
lifting compactness, are discussed. For metrizable locally convex spaces under their weak topology,
strong lifting compactness is characterized by a list of conditions which are either measure theoretical
or topological in their nature, and from which it can be seen that strong lifting compactness is the
strong counterpart of measure compactness in that case.
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Introduction

The notions of lifting compact spaces and lifting compact maps from a probabil-
ity space into a completely regular Hausdorff space T were introduced in [3] and
[4]. For any lifting-compact map <p and any lifting on the space of all bounded
measurable functions on the underlying probability space, there is an associated
'lifted function' p'(<p) of <p taking values in T; p'(q>) is Borel measurable and
satisfies the condition

(1) P(ho<p) = h°p'(<p),
for all h e c€b(T\ the space of all bounded continuous functions on T [3, page
237]. If Thas a metrizable compactification, a stronger version of (1) is valid. The
weak equivalence of <p and p'(<p) given by (1) becomes a strong equivalence in the
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sense that

(2) p'((p) = <p /x-a.e.

for A e Sf6(r)[3,page244].
In this paper we study those lifting compact maps (respectively spaces) for

which the stronger condition (2) is valid, and which we call strongly lifting
compact maps (respectively spaces).

Section 1 contains notation and preliminary material. In Section 2 we show
that submetrizability is a sufficient condition for strong lifting compactness, and
we relate strong lifting compactness to the notion of the strong lifting.

In Section 3 we first study structural properties of strong lifting compactness.
This provides a basis on which we can check its relationships with measure
compactness, strong measure compactness, and lifting compactness, as well as to
the strong lifting property. We then show that strong lifting compactness is a local
property.

The case of a metrizable locally convex topological vector space X under the
weak topology is studied separately in Section 4. The first theorem characterizes a
strongly lifting compact A-valued map, for instance, by the property that it
agrees a.e. with a Bochner measurable map.

This leads immediately to a description of strongly lifting compact spaces X in
Theorem 4.3.

A topological characterization is given in Theorem 4.7: X is strongly lifting
compact if and only if it is measure compact and can be continuously linearly
injected into RN. Example 4.10(iii) shows that this does not imply separability of
X.

1. Preliminaries

Throughout, T denotes a completely regular Hausdorff space, and <Sb{T) is the
space of all bounded continuous real valued functions on T. (fi, 2, /i) denotes a
complete probability space, and JS?°°(Q, 2, ju), or just ^?°°(/i), is the space of all
bounded 2-measurable functions on fl. By a measure we always mean a positive,
countably additive, real valued set function on the a-field involved. The a-field of
Baire (respectively Borel) sets over T, SST (respectively SS%\ is the one generated
by all functions in <gb(T) (respectively by all open subsets of T). Let v be a
measure on (T, @T) (respectively (T, 36%)). Then &T (respectively @°) denotes
the Caratheodory completion with respect to v, and (T, $8T, v) is called comple-
tion regular if SSj c <J8T. T itself is completion regular if this holds true for every
measure on (T, 98j).
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13) On strong lifting compactness 213

A function qp'from the measurable space (fi, 2 ) will be called Baire (respec-

tively Borel) measurable if it is measurable with respect to the Baire (respectively

Borel) a-field on T.

All unexplained topological measure theoretic notions will be those of [10], [12],

and [14]. Those concerning lifting theory can be found in [8].

Let v be a measure on (T, SST).

A lifting p for (T, !%T, v) is called an almost strong Baire lifting if there is a

i>-negligible subset N of T such that p(h)(t) = h(t) for every h e <gb{T) and

f e T\N. Babiker and Strauss [2] have shown that v is T-additive, and that

(T, 3)T, v) is completion regular, whenever there is an almost strong Baire lifting

ior(T,3T,P).
Let p be a lifting for ££°°(/*). Any Baire measurable map <p: S -» T induces a

Borel measurable map p'(<p) from Q into /JT, the Stone-£ech compactification of
T, defined by the formula

(1) W ( V ) = P ( * » * ) , h<EVb(T).
We call <p lifting compact if p'(<p)(«) e 7>-a.e. for every lifting p of iP°°(«). The
following fact will be frequently used without explicit mention.

/ / <p: J2 -» r w SMCA that for any lifting p of ̂ °°(/x), f/iere w a map i//p: Qo -> T
/or some fl0 e 2 vv/7/i ju(fi0)

 = 1 wWcA /ia$ the property that h ° i//p G ^ " ^ ( / I ) a«d
(1') p(A«v)(«) = Ao^p(w) , u e B 0 J e / J ,

where Ha ^b(T) generates the topology of 7\ then <p is Baire measurable, and we
have

(1") p(*.v)(«) = *•*„(«), u G J20, A e <f6(r).

i« implies that p'(<p)|Q = ^p, so that <p is lifting compact (cf. [3, page 242]).

2. Strong lifting compactness

A Baire measurable map <p from Q into T is said to be strongly lifting compact
if, for any lifting p of ^C°°(n), there is a set fi0e2 with /i(fl0) = 1 such that

(2) p(A.9)(«) = (Ao9)(«), * e <P6(r), « e Qo,

i.e. qo is strongly lifting compact if and only if <p is lifting compact, and for all
liftings p of JS?°°(/i), we have p'((p) = <p /i-a.e.

Strong lifting compactness is stable under composition with continuous maps.

2.1. THEOREM. Let (p: Q -» T be strongly lifting compact, and let r be a
continuous map from T into a completely regular Hausdorff space S. Then r »<p is
strongly lifting compact.
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P R O O F . Let p be a lifting of ^ ° ° ( / i ) , and let fl0 e 2 such that /x(fl0) = 1 and

If h <= Vb(S), we have

p(h ° r ° <p)(u) = h ° r ° p'(<p)(u) = h ° r ° y(u), w e fi0.

Therefore p'(r ° <p) = r ° <p /i-a.e., as desired.
The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for strong lifting compact-

ness.

2.2. THEOREM. Suppose that T is lifting compact and that tp is a Baire measurable
map from Q into T. If clr(<p(R)), the closure of <p(£2) in T, has a metrizable
subtopology, then <p is strongly lifting compact.

PROOF. Since T is lifting compact, the image measure <p(n) of /x under <p is
r-additive and therefore has non-empty support S in T. Clearly S c clT(<p(fi)),
and p'(<p)(w) G S ju-a.e. Since (Sb{T) generates the topology of clr(<]p(Q)), we see
that <p, as a map from $2 to clr((p(B)), is lifting compact; so we may assume
<p(Q) to be dense in T.

Now let d be a continuous metric on J. Then <p(/a) induces a T-additive Baire
measure on (T, d) having non-empty separable support So which clearly contains
S.

Let (hn) be a sequence in (€b(T, d) c <gb(J) which separates the points of So,
and let S20 e 2 be such that p(Q0) = 1, p'(<p)(Q0) <= S c So, and

/in°9>(«) = p(hn°<p){u) = /in°p'(<p)(w), n G N, w e fi0.

Since (/»„) separates the points of So, it follows that

<p = p'(«p) /i-a.e.

Strong lifting compactness of a map qp requires more than the existence of
strong liftings for the induced measure space on T. For a Baire measurable map
<p: fl -> T, let X be the image measure of \i under <p on the induced a-field

<£2 := [A C r|^(^) e 2} D «r .

We then have the following necessary condition for strong lifting compactness.

2.3. T H E O R E M . / / <p is strongly lifting compact, then every lifting 6 of &°°(\) is

almost strong; that is, there is N e ^ 2 with \(N) = 0 such that

6(h)(t) = h(t), h&V

P R O O F . Let 0 be a lifting of J&?°°(A) and put
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Let

H:= {g ejS?»0i)|g = g>-a.e. for some g' e HO).

Then H is an admissible subalgebra of SC00^) in the sense of [8, Chapter II,
Section 1, Definition 1]). Define px by

where g e H and g = f ° <p /x-a.e. Then px is an unambiguously defined lifting on
H and can be extended to a lifting p on -S?°°(^) ([8, Chapter IV, Section 2,
Theorem 4]). Since <p is strongly lifting compact, there is fl0 e 2 with /i(S0) = 1
and

p(h°<p)(u) = h°<p(u), h e <€b{T), u e Qo.
But then

whence 0 is almost strong, since <p(B0)
 e ^ s an(^

We do not know whether the requirement in 2.3 for liftings of ^°°(X) is
sufficient for the strong lifting compactness of <p in general. This question is
answered positively for metrizable linear spaces in Section 4. Here we shall
demonstrate the converse of 2.3 in the case when <p is injective.

2.4. THEOREM. / / <p is an injective Baire measurable map, and if every lifting of
is almost strong, then <p is strongly lifting compact.

PROOF. Since <p(fi) e ^ and X(qp(Q)) = 1, we may assume that <p is bijective.
Clearly then tp'1 is measurable with respect to ^?2 and 2. If p is a lifting for
^""(jLi), then a lifting 0 for ^°°(ft) may be defined by

By assumption, there is a set Ao e ^?2 with \(A0) = 1 and

But then
)) = p(h°<p)(u) = h°p'(p)(u),

he
Since ii(<p'\AQ)) = 1, it follows that <p = p'(<p) fi-a.e.

3. Strongly lifting compact spaces

T is called strongly lifting compact if, for every complete probability space
(B, 2, ju), every Baire measurable map <p: S2 -» T is strongly lifting compact.

It is clear that every subspace of a compact metric space is strongly lifting
compact. Moreover, this holds true for every strongly lifting compact space.
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3.1. THEOREM.

(i) Every subset of a strongly lifting compact space is strongly lifting compact.
(ii) Countable unions of strongly lifting compact Baire subsets of a completely

regular Hausdorff space T are strongly lifting compact.
(iii) Countable products of strongly lifting compact spaces are strongly lifting

compact.
(iv) / / T is strongly lifting compact, and if r: T -> S is a continuous surjection

which admits a Baire measurable section, then S is strongly lifting compact.

PROOF, (i) Let S c T, and let <p: fl -» S be Baire measurable. Then i o <p:

fi -> T is strongly lifting compact where i denotes the natural injection from S

into T. If p is a lifting for ^ ° ° ( M ) , then there is Qo G 2 with ju(fl0) = 1 such that

(1') h o pf(t oV)(0) = ho to v(a) = h\soq>(u), d e ^ ( r ) , « e S 0 .

Since the family {/i | s | /i G <$b(T)} generates the topology of S, it follows that

(1) h°p'(p)(io) = h°<p(a), a e S20, h e V(S).

Hencep'(<p)|ao = «p|Qo.
(ii) Let { Sn | n G N } c 38T, where each Sn is strongly lifting compact. By (i) we

may assume that Snf) 5m = 0 for n ¥= m.
Let <p: fl -» 5 := USn be Baire measurable, and let p be a lifting of JS?°°(ju).

For each n, let Qn:= <p~\Sn) n p(<p-\SD)), and let (pn:= <p|a/ Each / G
•^""(Mla ) c a n *)e e x t e n < i e d trivially to an element /GJS?°°(/i) which vanishes
outside fin. Clearly the function pn, defined by p n ( / ) := p ( / ) | a for / e i f °°(/i|B)
is a lifting for JS?°°(/i|s ). Since Sn is strongly Ufting compact, there is Q'n e 2 n fin

with /i(fi^,) = Jt(fin) and pn(A °<pn)(w) = A°<pn(w) for all u e Q'n and /i G
^*(S n ) . Now let flo:= u S ^ e S . Then /i(fi0) = 1, and, for h G ^ f c (5) and
w e S20, we have

Therefore p'(<p)|ao = <p|ao.
(iii) Let <p: fi -» T:= F I n e N T n be Baire measurable, where each Ta is strongly

lifting compact. If pn is the canonical projection of T onto Tn, then <pn '•= pn°<p is
Baire measurable. Let p be a lifting of JS?°°(ja). By assumption there exists
fln e 2 such that /i(£2n) = 1, and such that, for hn e ^b(Tn), we have

p(h
n°<Pn) = h

n
O(Pn onfin forallw.

The family H of all functions hn°<pn (hne
 <Sb{Tn)) generates the topology of

T. It we put Qo := flS2n, then Qo e 2 , / i(00) = 1, and p(h ° <p) = h ° <p on S20 for
all h e /?, whence <p is strongly lifting compact.

(iv) Let S = r(T), where r: T -* S is a continuous map admitting a Baire
measurable section s: S -> T. Then if <p: fl -> 5 is Baire measurable, so also is
ii := s ° <p: B -» T. Now if p is a lifting of -S?°°(/i), and if fi0 G 2 with JA($20)

 = l
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is such that

) = g » * ( « ) , g e V{T), <o e 00,
then we get the desired assertion that

p(ho(p)(u) = p( ( / i or)<>>//)(w)

= h°r°4>(u) = h°<p(a), h G # * ( S ) , « G 8 0 .

3.2. REMARKS, (i) Let X be any topological measure on T, i.e. a countably
additive measure on a complete a-field 0 of subsets on T which contains @T. By
applying 2.3 to (fl, 2, ja) = (T, 6, X) and to <p = the identity map of T, it follows
that if T is strongly lifting compact, then for every topological measure X on T,
every lifting of £"X(T, 0, X) is almost strong. We do not know whether the
converse is true in general, but in Section 4 we show that the converse holds for
metrizable linear spaces under the weak topology.

(ii) The condition that the map r in Theorem 3.1(iv) have a Baire measurable
section cannot be dropped. For let T be any compact space whose cardinal is
non-measurable, and which admits a Radon measure v with full support for
which no strong lifting exists (see [11]). Let D be the discrete space with the same
cardinality as T and r any bijection from D onto T. From 2.2, D is strongly
lifting compact, while from Remark (i), T is not, i.e. a continuous bijective map
need not necessarily be strongly lifting compact.

(iii) The support of a T-additive Baire measure on a metric space can be
homeomorphicalry embedded into a Polish space, namely its completion with
respect to the induced metric. From this, one easily concludes that for a general
metric space T, strong lifting compactness is equivalent to measure compactness,
and this in turn is equivalent to the condition that every closed discrete subspace
of T have non-measurable cardinal. Clearly this is not true in general, since
measure compactness does not even imply lifting compactness, a condition which
lies strictly between strong measure compactness and measure compactness (see
A. Bellow [2]). V. Losert's counterexample in [11] together with 2.3 shows that
neither lifting compactness nor strong measure compactness imply strong lifting
compactness. Nor does strong lifting compactness imply strong measure compact-
ness, as witnessed by the standard Lebesgue non-measurable subset of [0,1].

The following result shows that local strong lifting compactness implies global
strong lifting compactness in the case when T is measure compact.

3.3. THEOREM. Let The measure compact and suppose that every point in T has a
neighborhood which is strongly lifting compact. Then T is strongly lifting compact.

PROOF. By assumption we may cover T by a family & of strongly lifting
compact cozero subsets which, by 3.1(ii), we may assume to be directed upwards.
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If <p: Q -> T is Baire measurable, then the image measure <p(/i) is r-additive since
T is measure compact. So we may choose an increasing sequence (£/„) in & such
that

and it is sufficient to show that U Un is strongly lifting compact. The result now
follows from 3.1(ii).

3.4. COROLLARY. Every locally metrizable measure compact space is strongly
lifting compact.

4. The case of metrizable locally convex topological vector spaces

Throughout, X will denote a metrizable locally convex topological vector space
(LCS) with generating metric d; the terms (X,d) and (A",weak) refer to the
topology under consideration. X' is the topological dual of X. In contrast to the
precediHg sections, BAIRE(X, d) and BAIRE(X, weak) denote the corresponding
Baire a-fields; similarly, B O R E L ^ r f ) (respectively BOREL(X, weak)) will de-
note the Borel a-field of(X,d) (respectively (X, weak)).

A function <p from the measurable space (Q, 2 ) into X is called Bochner
measurable if it is the pointwise */-limit of a sequence of countably X-valued
measurable functions on fl. Clearly such a function is measurable w.r.t.
BOREIXX, d). <p is called scalarly measurable if x'°<p is measurable for all
x' e X'. According to Edgar [5, Theorem 2.3], <p is scalarly measurable if and
only if it is measurable w.r.t. BAIRE(X', weak), if and only if there is a sequence
(x'n) in X' such that, for any weakly Baire measurable map ip: Q -* X with
x'n o ̂ / = x'n o <p for all n, we have \p = <p.

We now characterize X-valued strongly lifting compact maps.

4.1. THEOREM. Let (X,d) be a metrizable LCS, (B, 2 , v) a complete probability
space, and <p: fi —» X a scalarly measurable function with image measure ft = <p(t>)
on BAIRE( X, weak). Then the following assertions are all equivalent:

(i) <p is strongly lifting compact;
(ii) every lifting of £C°°(n) is almost strong;
(iii) there is an almost strong lifting of ^ ° ° ( / i ) ;
(iv) ( X, BAIRE(X, weak), ft) is completion regular, and fi is r-additive;
(v) there is a ^.-measurable closed linear subspace of X which supports ju and is

separable with respect to d;
(vi) every Borel subset of (X, d) is measurable w.r.t. n, and /i is r-additive;
(vii) <p agrees p-a.e. with a Bochner measurable function.
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PROOF, (i) => (ii) follows from 2.3.
(ii) => (iii) is trivial.
(iii) =» (iv) was proved in [2].
(iv) => (v). By a result of Tortrat [13, Theorem 8], /x is supported by a

d-separable closed linear subspace; hence the implication follows.
(v) => (vi). Let Y be a ju-measurable, d-separable closed Unear subspace of X

supporting fi. Then BAIRE(Y,weak) = BOREL(y,d), and /x is r-additive be-
cause Y is Lindelof. If A e BOREI^*, d), then A = (A\Y)U(An Y),
(i(A\Y) = 0, and A n Y is /i-measurable.

(vi) => (v) follows from Tortrat [13, Theorem 8].
(v) => (vii). Let Y be a ju-measurable, d-separable closed linear subspace of X

supporting ft, and let (yn) be dense in Y. If Qo:= <p~\Y), then Qo e 2 and
p(Q0) = 1. For every k, n e N put

If qpfc: fl -> X is defined by

then we see that tpn converges to <p on Qo.
(vii) => (i). Let Bo e 2 with P(Q0) = 1 be such that <p|a is Bochner measura-

ble. Since <p(Q0) *s ^-separable, we can find a sequence (x'n) in X' which
separates the points of clx(<p(Q0)). Hence Theorem 2.2 applies.

4.2. REMARK. From Theorem 4.1 we immediately deduce that for any Baire
probability n on (X, weak) the following is true:

If, among all maps <p from a complete probability space (Q, 2, v) into X such
that ju is the image of v under <p, there is one which is strongly lifting compact,
then all these maps are strongly lifting compact. In particular, the identity map on
X then agrees /n-a.e. with a Bochner measurable map.

4.3. THEOREM. Let (X,d) be a metrizable LCS. Then the following assertions are
all equivalent:

(i) (X, weak) is strongly lifting compact;
(ii) For every Baire probability measure \i on (X, weak), every lifting of ^°°(ja)

is almost strong;
(iii) For every Baire probability measure p. on (X, weak), there is an almost

strong lifting of Sf^bi);
(iv) ( X, weak) is completion regular and measure compact;
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(v) Every Baire probability measure ft on (X, weak) is supported by a ^.-mea-
surable closed linear subspace of X which is separable with respect to d;

(vi) (X, weak) is measure compact, and every Borel subset of (X,d) is measura-
ble with respect to any Baire probability measure on (A', weak);

(vii) Every scalarly measurable function <p from a complete probability space
(Q, 2 , v) into X agrees v-a.e. with a Bochner measurable function.

The proof of this theorem is obvious from Theorem 4.1 and will be omitted. In
order to state an easy corollary, we have to introduce some further notions.

4.3. DEFINITION. Let {T, 98T, n) be a Baire probability space. Then (T, 98T, ft) is
said to have the almost strict disintegration property, if the following is true: ju is
tight, and for every Lusin measurable map <p from a probability space (S, 98s, v)
into T, there is a map t -* X, satisfying the conditions

(i) X, is a tight probability measure on (5, 98s) for all / e T;
(ii) for every g £ <gb(S), the function t •-» f g d\, is ju-measurable;
(iii) for every g e <gb(S) and h e Vb(T), we have

f (h°<p)gdp = j h(t)f gdX.dnO);

(iv) suppX, c <p'\{t}) for/x-a.a. / e T.

The following is a straightforward generalization of the results of A. and C.
Ionescu Tulcea [8, Chapter 9, Section 2, Theorem 3, and Section 5, Theorem 5].

4.4. LEMMA. The Baire probability space (T,98T,n) has the almost strict disin-
tegration property if and only if n is tight and ^""(/i) has an almost strong lifting.

The proof of this lemma uses essentially the same ideas as in [8] and will not be
given here.

4.5. COROLLARY. Suppose that (X,d) is complete or that (A^ weak) is strongly
measure compact. Then (A1,weak) is strongly lifting compact if and only if
(X, BAIRE(A',weak),n) has the almost strict disintegration property for every
Baire probability n on {X, weak).

PROOF. If (X, weak) is strongly lifting compact, then every Baire measure /i on
(X, weak) is r-additive. By Tortrat's theorem [13, Theorem 8], /x lives on a
separable closed linear subspace Y of X which is a polish space if (X, d) is
complete. Since on Y, BOREL(Y,d)= BAIRE(y,weak) we deduce that ju is
tight. So in either case, /t is a tight probability, and hence the statement of the
corollary follows at once from Theorem 4.3(iii).
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4.6. REMARK. Analogously one can show that, under the same assumptions, a
scalarly measurable Ar-valued map is strongly lifting compact if and only if the
induced probability space on X has the almost strict disintegration property.

Strong lifting compactness of X can be characterized in a purely topological
way, as we shall show below.

4.7. THEOREM. Let (X,d) be a metrizable LCS. Then the following assertions are
all equivalent:

(i) (X, weak) is strongly lifting compact;
(ii) (A", weak) is measure compact, and {0} e BAIRE^, weak);
(iii) (X, weak) is measure compact, and there is a sequence in X' which separates

the points of X;
(iv) (X, weak) is measure compact, and there is a continuous linear injection from

(X,d)intoU™;
(v) (X, weak) is measure compact and submetrizable.

PROOF, (i) => (ii). Let f ibea Baire probability on (A^weak). By Theorem 4.3
(v), there is a Baire set B in X with p(B) = 1 whose closed linear span Y is
^-separable. Since B e BOREL(y, d) = BAIRE(y, weak), it follows that {x} <=
BAIRE( X, weak) for every x e B. By translation invariance of BAIRE^, weak),
we then have {0} <= BAIRE(X, weak).

(ii) =» (iii) follows from Edgar's result cited in the beginning of this section.
(iii) => (iv). Let (x'n) be a sequence in X' which separates the points of X and

define a map

by

Then <&: X -* RN is an injection from X into RN, as desired.
(iv) => (v). If $: X -* RN is a linear injection, continuous with respect to d,

then it is obviously continuous as a map from (X, weak) into UN.
Let d1 be a continuous metric on RN. Then the composition with O produces a

continuous metric on (X, weak).
(v) =» (i) follows from Remark 3.2(iii).

4.8. COROLLARY. If the LCS X is normable, then (X, weak) is strongly lifting
compact if and only if it is measure compact, and there is a continuous linear
injection from (X, norm)
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PROOF. This follows from Theorem 4.7, provided tht the sequence (x'n) in (iii) is
chosen in such a way that it consists of elements of norm 1, which is always
possible.

4.9. REMARKS, (i) The injection of X into RN, or into /°°(N), in statement (iv)
of Theorem 4.7, or in Corollary 4.8, respectively, is not an isomorphism in general
or even an isometry. For instance, the natural injection from /2(N) into /°°(N)
given by the identity map is a continuous map without continuous inverse.

(ii) From the proof of Theorem 4.7 it follows at once that, in order to show that
the measure compact space X is strongly lifting compact, it suffices to check that
there is one A'-valued strongly lifting compact map.

4.10. EXAMPLES, (i) The space /°°(l\l) is submetrizable under its weak topology,
but it is not strongly lifting compact since it is not measure compact (see Edgar [6,
Section 5, page 575]).

(ii) Obviously, lp(N) (1 < p < 00) is strongly lifting compact because it is a
separable metrizable linear space, whereas /2[0,1] is not.

(iii) Let X = M[0,1] be the dual space of #*[0,1]. Then X is a non-separable
Banach space. Clearly the weak topology of X is submetrizable. Under the mild
assumption that the continuum be measure compact, it can be deduced that
(X, weak) is measure compact (see Edgar [6, Corollary 3.5]). Hence, by Theorem
4.7(v), we obtained an example of a non-separable strongly lifting compact space.

4.11. REMARK. Let X be an LCS, (Q, 2, v) a complete probability space, and <p
a Baire measurable map from (£2,2) into (A',weak) such that, for every n e N,
there is fin e 2 with v(Sln) > 1 - \/n whose image under <p is contained in a
<p(»>)-measurable hull of a bounded subset Bn of X. If <p is any bounded linear
lifting of Jif^iv), then a Baire measurable map p'(<f>) from (Qo, 2 n Qo) into the
strong bidual X" of X in its weak topology a{ X", X') may be defined by

x'oP'(<p)(«):= p(xa;- x'o<p)(u), w e Q'n,

where 0^:= p(f i n ) \U m < n Q'm and flo:= U0;. (Clearly p{A) = {«|p(X>1X«) =
1}, for any A e 2.)

Let us say that <p is strongly linearly lifting compact if <p(u) = p'(<p)(w) p-a.e. It
can be seen that Theorem 4.1 (and Theorem 4.2, Corollary 4.5, Theorem 4.7,
Corollary 4.8 as well) remain true if the term 'strongly lifting compact' is replaced
by the term 'strongly linearly lifting compact' throughout. Details will appear
elsewhere.
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